It is with pleasure that I nominate Solomon Himelbloom for Excellence in Digital Arts-Media Design for Semester One. This is my first year having Solomon in class, and it has been a joy from the start. Solomon came in having a strong technology foundation working with complex computer applications and was able to pick up our professional design tools with a running start. Quick to pick up and apply skills, he humbly continues to be a helpful spirit in the class; I frequently see him helping others with enthusiasm. When given an individual design task, Solomon attacks it from many different angles, not satisfied with the first idea that comes to mind, and continues experimenting to find the best result. It’s that determination and drive that helps him stand out from others within the class, and will prove to be beneficial to him long into the future. It has been a great pleasure working with Solomon this year, and I am excited to see where his skills take him next.

~ Matt Bieber